The Case Of The Dirty Bird
The Case of the Dirty Clue-George E. Stanley 2003-11-01 When Misty's new bike is hit by a speeding car after being left in the middle of the street by her little brother, the Third Grade Detectives gather clues to track
down the driver.
The Case of the Dirty Clue-George Edward Stanley 2013 With the help of their third-grade teacher and classmates, Noelle and Todd discover who sent an anonymous letter to Amber Lee.
The Case of the Dirty Bird-Gary Paulsen 2011-10-26 A tired old parrot in the pet store spells adventure for Dunc Culpepper and Amos when they learn that the parrot speaks four languages and has outlived ten of its
owners.
The Case of the Dirty BirdThe Dirty South-John Connolly 2021-05-11 "John Connolly returns with a prequel that goes back to the very beginning of Private Investigator Charlie Parker's astonishing career with his first terrifying case"-The Secret of the Wooden Witness-George E. Stanley 2004-03-01 When Todd and Noelle's friend, a night watchman, is knocked out and robbed, the only clue is a carved wooden figure left by the thief, and the ThirdGrade Detectives try to find the criminal, even though Mr. Merlin, their teacher, is not available.
The Case of the Dirty Verger-Malcolm Noble 2007-04-05 When Ned Machray, an out of work policeman, is dispatched to help an old soldier flee the country, he finds that the old tavern has been bombed, Ma Shipley is
working her girls from a smutty tearoom, and the manor is controlled by an embittered Chief Inspector who works from the back of a taxi office.
Playing Dirty-Kiki Swinson 2013-08-06 "Kiki captures the heat of the streets." --Wahida Clark Essence® bestselling author Kiki Swinson keeps it coming with a gritty drama about one cunning sistah playing a very
dangerous game with the law. Playing dirty is a skill that Yoshi Lomax has perfected. By bribing cops and officials, sleeping with her boss, and convincing her friend in the DEA to make evidence disappear, Yoshi has
become a top criminal defense attorney. And she has the multimillion-dollar Miami pad and Aston Martin to prove it. But when she takes the case of badass Haitian mob boss Sheldon Chisholm, her usual way of doing
business--by any means necessary--doesn't work. Someone has gotten to the people on her payroll and an unknown enemy is sabotaging her every move. With the list of people she can depend on dwindling, Yoshi's got
to toughen up if she's going to survive. . . More praise for Kiki Swinson "Kiki Swinson is unstoppable. Whether she's writing about life in the 'hood or living the fabulous life, one thing is for sure--Kiki always delivers a
sizzling read." --Crystal Lacey Winslow, Essence® bestselling author
The Dirty Dozen-Robert A. Levy 2009-08-01 Alexander Hamilton wrote that “the judiciary, from the nature of its functions, will always be the least dangerous to the political rights of the Constitution.” If only that were
true. The Founding Fathers wanted the judicial branch to serve as a check on the power of the legislative and executive, and gave the Supreme Court the responsibility of interpreting the Constitution in a way that
would safeguard individual freedoms. In some cases, like Brown V. Board of Education and United States V. Lopez, the Court fulfilled its role, protecting us from racial discrimination and the heavy hand of the federal
government. But sadly, the Supreme Court has also handed down many destructive decisions on cases you probably never learned about in school. In The Dirty Dozen, two distinguished legal scholars shed light on the
twelve worst cases, which allowed government to interfere in your private contractual agreements; curtail your rights to criticize or support political candidates; arrest and imprison you indefinitely, without filing
charges; and seize your private property, without compensation, when someone uses the property for criminal activity—even if you don’t know about it! This is not a book just for lawyers. It’s for all Americans who want
to understand how the Supreme Court can affect our right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This paperback edition includes a new preface, “Guns, Bailouts, and Empathetic Judges,” which highlights new and
critical issues that have arisen since the book’s initial edition was published in 2008.
Dirty Magic-Jaye Wells 2014-01-21 MAGIC IS A DRUG. BE CAREFUL HOW YOU USE IT. The Magical Enforcement Agency keeps dirty magic off the streets, but there's a new blend out there that's as deadly as it is
elusive. When patrol cop Kate Prospero shoots the lead snitch in this crucial case, she's brought in to explain herself. But the more she learns about the investigation, the more she realises she must secure a spot on the
MEA task force. Especially when she discovers that their lead suspect is the man she walked away from ten years earlier - on the same day she swore she'd given up dirty magic for good.
Third-Grade Detectives Mystery Masters Collection-George E. Stanley 2020-07-21 Crack the codes and solve the mysteries alongside beloved young sleuths Todd and Noelle in the complete Third-Grade Detectives
series—now available in a collectible boxed set! When the third-grade class gets a new teacher, he quickly becomes everyone’s favorite for one important reason: Mr. Merlin used to be a spy, and he knows all about
secret codes and how the police solve cases. With the skills that they learn in his class, these third graders are equipped to handle whatever comes their way. From anonymous letters to neighborhood mischief to even
helping the police track down an art thief, the adventures never stop for this clever class! Enjoy the entire series with this complete boxed set that includes: The Clue of the Left-Handed Envelope The Puzzle of the
Pretty Pink Handkerchief The Mystery of the Hairy Tomatoes The Cobweb Confession The Riddle of the Stolen Sand The Secret of the Green Skin The Case of the Dirty Clue The Secret of the Wooden Witness The Case
of the Bank-Robbing Bandit The Mystery of the Stolen Statue
A Dirty Business-Rachel Amphlett 2022-03-08 When Michael arrives at work early one winter's day, he discovers that he's not the only one who's had a busy morning... A Dirty Business forms part of the Case Files series
of short crime stories from USA Today bestselling author Rachel Amphlett.
Dirty Business-Maurice Punch 1996-09-27 Drawing on both theory and major case studies, this book provides a much-needed sociological and comparative analysis of the world of the manager in the context of
misconduct within business organizations. Organizational misbehaviour and crime have been relatively neglected in the social sciences, particularly in business studies. Analyses have tended to be fragmentary, overly
slanted towards narrow external views - such as those of legal control and public policy - and predominantly North American. Dirty Business rectifies this by offering a broad sociological perspective related to work,
organizations and management, supported by a range of key international case studies. In developing his arguments, Maurice Punch draws on primary and secondary sources as well as his extensive personal experience
of teaching and interacting with managers and in developing courses on crisis and disaster management.
Dirty Gold-Michael John Bloomfield 2017-02-10 The response from the jewelry industry to a campaign for ethically sourced gold as a case study in the power of business in global environmental politics.
Case of the Dirty Clue-George Edward Stanley 2003-10-01 When Misty's new bike is hit by a speeding car after being left in the middle of the street by her little brother, the Third Grade Detectives gather clues to track
down the driver.
Private Investigators & The Dirty Little Secret of Sub-Contracting-Richard A. Brooks 2015-10-15 Are you a private investigator who wants to work insurance fraud cases? Are you a “one man show”? Do you want to
conduct worker’s compensation surveillance and claims (also known as “SIU” or Special Investigations Unit) investigations? Do you have your own small PI company, cannot get those types of cases directly from the
insurance companies and think you may want to sub-contract or become a vendor for other PI firms? I often speak about this issue. I was asked to write an article on the subject of PI’s sub-contracting to other Private
Investigation companies, as there are things, “secrets” if you will that these potential investigators should know about this industry.
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The "Croydon Case"-Brian Lancaster 2001
Dirty Works-Brett Gary 2021-08-17 A rich account of 1920s to 1950s New York City, starring an eclectic mix of icons like James Joyce, Margaret Sanger, and Alfred Kinsey—all led by an unsung hero of free expression
and reproductive rights: Morris L. Ernst. At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States was experiencing an awakening. Victorian-era morality was being challenged by the introduction of sexual modernism and
women's rights into popular culture, the arts, and science. Set during this first sexual revolution, when civil libertarian-minded lawyers overthrew the yoke of obscenity laws, Dirty Works focuses on a series of significant
courtroom cases that were all represented by the same lawyer: Morris L. Ernst. Ernst's clients included a who's who of European and American literati and sexual activists, among them Margaret Sanger, James Joyce,
and Alfred Kinsey. They, along with a colorful cast of burlesque-theater owners and bookstore clerks, had run afoul of stiff obscenity laws, and became actors in Ernst's legal theater that ultimately forced the law to
recognize people's right to freely consume media. In this book, Brett Gary recovers the critically neglected Ernst as the most important legal defender of literary expression and reproductive rights by the mid-twentieth
century. Each chapter centers on one or more key trials from Ernst's remarkable career battling censorship and obscenity laws, using them to tell a broader story of cultural changes and conflicts around sex, morality,
and free speech ideals. Dirty Works sets the stage, legally and culturally, for the sexual revolution of the 1960s and beyond. In the latter half of the century, the courts had a powerful body of precedents, many owing to
Ernst's courtroom successes, that recognized adult interests in sexuality, women's needs for reproductive control, and the legitimacy of sexual inquiry. The legacy of this important, but largely unrecognized, moment in
American history must be reckoned with in our contentious present, as many of the issues Ernst and his colleagues defended are still under attack eight decades later.
Dirty Assets-Colin King 2016-05-23 Adopting a multi-disciplinary and comparative approach, this book focuses on the emerging and innovative aspects of attempts to target the accumulated assets of those engaged in
criminal and terrorist activity, organized crime and corruption. It examines the ’follow-the-money’ approach and explores the nature of criminal, civil and regulatory responses used to attack the financial assets of those
engaged in financial crime in order to deter and disrupt future criminal activity as well as terrorism networks. With contributions from leading international academics and practitioners in the fields of law, economics,
financial management, criminology, sociology and political science, the book explores law and practice in countries with significant problems and experiences, revealing new insights into these dilemmas. It also
discusses the impact of the ’follow-the-money’ approach on human rights while also assessing effectiveness. The book will appeal to academics and researchers of financial crime, organized crime and terrorism as well
as practitioners in the police, prosecution, financial and taxation agencies, policy-makers and lawyers.
Conscience, Leadership and the Problem of 'Dirty Hands'- 2015-07-28 This volume contains a selection of papers from the 21st AAPAE Conference, addressing the theme of Political Leadership, Professional Ethics, and
the Problem of Dirty Hands. Discussions include medical ethics, military ethics, domestic political matters, and the very nature of 'professions'.
Dirty Money-Robert Perry 2006-05 Dirty Money describes the origin of financial investigations of narcotics traffickers through four landmark prosecutions in Los Angeles. The House that Heroin Built tells of how a
major heroin dealer's purchases of luxury items, including a San Marino mansion and several expensive cars, were used to prove he was the leader of a national organization and obtain a life without parole sentence.
The Hunt for the Architect details how a small bank's reports of currency deposits helped identify and bring to justice an organization which derived more than $32,000,000 from heroin and cocaine. A Very, Very Honest
Lawyer concerns the detection and investigation of a sophisticated money laundering service for narcotics traffickers run by a Beverly Hills attorney. The Grandma Mafia relates how a courageous banker helped
uncover a multi-million dollar money laundering and cocaine trafficking operation run by middle-aged grandmothers. The recounting of these significant cases is told by former Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert Perry, who
supervised the investigations and represented the government at trial.Today, financial investigations are a major weapon in the federal government's continuing fight against narcotics. This important investigative
technique originated in the cases described in this book.
Dirty Laundry-Rhonda Gate 2008-11-05 Imagine working from scratch, and realizing what you want to be early on, because of a tragedy. Working hard to get where you are, while having to cut corners to get on top;
this is what happened to Attorney William Walker. Going through the city of Baltimore William grew up taunted because of the tragedy. While his best friend James Chaplins goals of wanting to play in the NBA was
tarnished due to a knee injury the two of them got together, and now owning on of the best law firms in the world. Trying a high profiled murder case in the heart of Baltimore James was just finished his case load when
he received a phone call from the hysterical daughter of the accused requesting his services. Arriving to the jail where the accused is being held, James arrived to hear the aspects of the case, where he runs into an old
childhood friend who just made it to police detective, and who think the accused is guilty, and is doing her best along with District Attorneys Cannons and Crouse to prove his guilt; James pulling in his best friend,
William Walker, and associate Stacy Unice to team up with the him to try the case. The accused is a millionaire who inherited his fortunes from his grandfather who owned his tow trucking industry. Caught at the scene
of the crime covered in blood the accused hired Walker, Chaplin, and Associates to help prove is innocence. Going through Undercover Federal officers who is trying to bring William Walker down who still; even though
he is rich continue to cut corners to stay in the life style he chooses while Williams being a philander. James who is honest, and never cut any corners, walk the straight path in life, and always finds the good in
everyone, while Stacy has second thoughts about working at the firm, as the twists unravels, and the turns stay turned; Three powerful attorney who has to work together to win their case, while dealing with a lot of
emotional drama, and trauma in their personal lives, and with there witnesses pointing in the good direction of the people. William, James, and Stacy must come up with a plan to save their client, while saving
themselves.
A Dirty, Trifling Piece of Business-Gavin K. Watt 2009-04-06 By 1781, the sixth year of the American rebellion, British strategic focus had shifted from the northern states to concentrate in the south. Canada's governor,
Frederick Haldimand, was responsible for the defence of the Crown's largest colony against the threat of Franco-American invasion, while assisting overall British strategy. He cleverly employed his sparse resources to
vigorously raid the rebels' frontiers and create anxiety, disruption, and deprivation, as his Secret Service undermined their morale with invasion rumours and threatened their Union by negotiating with the independent
republic of Vermont to return to the British fold. Haldimand flooded New York's Mohawk and Schoharie valleys with Indian and Loyalist raiders and, once the danger of invasion passed, he dispatched two coordinated
expeditions south. One was launched onto Lake Champlain to alarm Albany and further the secret talks with Vermont. The second struck deep into enemy territory, fought a battle at Johnstown, and retreated
precipitately. The rebels effectively countered both expeditions.
Dirty Bertie-David Roberts 2009 Bertie has shockingly dirty habits. Whenever he does anything dirty his family shouts, 'No, Bertie! That's dirty Bertie!' But there's one habit Bertie won't give up.
Dirty Waters-R. J. Nelson 2016-10-31 R. J. Nelson, hired in 1987 to clean up rampant corruption on Chicago's waterfront, writes about his experiences, including the angry constituents, prying journalists, shell-shocked
employees, and how he made it his personal mission to become a public servant who worked for the common good and followed the spirit--if not always the letter--of the law.
Doing the Dirty Work?-Bridget Anderson 2000-02 There has been a tendency amongst feminists to see domestic work as the great leveller, a common burden imposed on all women equally by patriarchy. This unique
study of migrant domestic workers in the North uncovers some uncomfortable facts about the race and class aspects of domestic oppression. Based on original research, it looks at the racialisation of paid domestic
labour in the North - a phenomenon which challenges feminsim and political theory at a fundamental level. The book opens with an exploration of the public/private divide and an overview of the debates on women and
power. The author goes on to provide a map of employment patterns of migrant women in domestic work in the North; she describes the work they perform, their living and working conditions and their employment
relations. A chapter on the US explores the connections between slavery and contemporary domestic service while a section on commodification examines the extent to which migrant domestic workers are not selling
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their labour but their whole personhood. The book also looks at the role of the Other in managing dirt, death and pollution and the effects of the feminisation of the labour market - as middle class white women have
greater presence in the public sphere, they are more likely to push responsibility for domestic work onto other women. In its depiction of the treatment of women from the South by women in the North, the book asks
some difficult questions about the common bond of womanhood. Packed with information on the numbers of migrant women working as domestics, the racism, immigration or employment legislation that constrains
their lives, and testimonies from the workers themselves, this is the most comprehensive study of migrant domestic workers available.
Historical Dictionary of the "dirty Wars"-David R. Kohut 2010 Unlike a conventional war waged against a standing army, a "dirty war" is waged against individuals, groups, or ideas considered subversive. Originally
associated with Argentina's military regime from 1976-1983, the term has since been applied to neighboring dictatorships during the period. Indeed, it has become a byword for state-sponsored repression anywhere in
the world. The first edition of this reference illustrated the concept by describing the regimes of Argentina, Chile (1973-1990), and Uruguay (1973-1985), which tortured, murdered, and disappeared thousands of people
in the name of anticommunism while thousands more were driven into exile. The second edition expands the scope to include Bolivia (1971-1982), Brazil (1964-1985), and Paraguay (1954-1989). Includes a chronology,
an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 400 cross-referenced dictionary entries on the countries; guerrilla and political movements; prominent guerrilla, human-rights, military, and political figures; local,
regional, and international human-rights organizations; and artistic figures (filmmakers, novelists, and playwrights) whose works attempt to represent or resist the period of repression.--Publisher.
Dirty Little Secrets-John P. Champlin 2007-11 The spring of 1945 is going to be his best spring in several years. With his Navy career behind him, and a bank roll thanks to his Navy separation pay, he set out to
determine what the future holds. Phil Storm doesn't realize the personal pain he will deal with as he walks into the backrooms of New York City. Dirty Little Secrets by author John Champlin takes the clean and pretty
face off of the City and exposes its corrupt, rotten and tainted undertow. Phil will keep you on edge as you wonder how he will free himself from each adverse situation. You will find yourself unable to put this book
down as you wonder what will happen next in the lives of the Robert Wayne Dunsworth Coleman's family and their Dirty Little Secrets. The bad boys can break bones but they are unable to break Phil Storm's spirit and
desire.
Purity in a Dirty World-LAWRENCE CLARKE 2009-09-08 Love, passion, and danger collide in this engaging tale of two people separated by circumstance, but forever bound by fate. Rose Gilchrist. The daughter of a
wealthy Pennsylvanian mine owner, Rose has pledged to help the underprivileged of the third world. To do so, she volunteers as a doctor with Médecins Sans Frontières. Her journey will take her from the hills and
jungles of Haiti to the perils of war-torn Rwanda. And it is in this African nation that she will discover the greatest love of her life. David Fitzgerald. A former delinquent from the slums bordering the East River, David
was given a choice between prison and enlisting. He joins the U.S. Marines and after three years of service, becomes a second lieutenant. David joins a secret international force of highly trained soldiers whose job is to
rescue those brave doctors who find themselves caught up in civil wars around the globe, little knowing he will meet a woman who will change his life forever... Brimming with vivid detail and emotional depth, Purity in
a Dirty World plunders the depths of the human heart.
Dirty Money-Larry Johns 2015-03-22 With nightmares of past deeds threatening his sanity, Martin Palmer - hero of "A Warrior's Code" - wants out of the mercenary soldier business. The problem: he was good at it. The
question: will the business let him go? His solution: try any damned thing that does not require pointing guns at people. Keeping his profile obscured he ends up in Nigeria where, more or less on a whim, he opens a
motor-repair business. Chance brings him together with a full-blooded Kenyan tribesman, Kowato Segani. The pair hit it off from the start, like long lost brothers, and Palmer hires him to help in the repair business.
Neither of them know too much about motor repair and, understandably, the business as such does not exactly prosper. Of the two of them, only Segani really wants to make a go of it. But, for Palmer at least, it's a lot of
fun, and he's sleeping nights. Then, out of the blue, up pops a man who bears all the hallmarks of a mercenary recruiter. The offer is in mercenary numbers and the job is related to the mercenary business. Apparently,
something Palmer stole many years before, had already been stolen...and they want it back!
The Dirty and the Dead-Eric Thomson 2022-02-11 Investigating war crimes isn't Assistant Commissioner Caelin Morrow's usual sort of case. She normally hunts down corrupt Commonwealth officials. But with the
reorganization of the Professional Compliance Bureau's Anti-Corruption Division, Morrow inherits primary responsibility for military crimes requiring outside scrutiny. And for her first case as the new head of AntiCorruption Unit 12 (Military Crimes), she's heading for the Novaya Sibir star system with her team to look into allegations the elite 212th Pathfinder Squadron committed atrocities on a Protectorate Zone rogue colony.
But all is not as it seems, and dirty politics soon rear their ugly head. Unfortunately for those who play fast and loose with the truth, Caelin Morrow is not only a superb investigator. She’ll also do whatever is necessary
to take out the garbage.
Dirty money-Re:common 2015-06-10 Dirty Money tells the story of Dotun Oloko, a whistleblower who tries to expose what he suspected was the involvement of the British government and European institutions in the
laundering of millions of dollars of money stolen from Nigera by James Ibori, the corrupt former governor of one of the country's oil rich states. Suspecting colossal fraud and corruption, Oloko reports the facts to the
UK Department for International development and the European Investment Bank - only to find his family placed under covert surveillance. In the end, Ibori will be sentenced by a London court for fraud and money
laundering. But the Western institutions that Oloko alleged were complicit are still in business.
Dirty Secrets-Meredith Burgmann 2014-05-01 In this moving, funny and sometimes chilling book, leading Australians open their ASIO files and read what the state's security apparatus said about them. Writers from
across the political spectrum including Mark Aarons, Phillip Adams, Nadia Wheatley, Michael Kirby, Peter Cundall, Gary Foley and Anne Summers confront – and in some cases reclaim – their pasts. Reflecting on the
interpretations, observations and proclamations that anonymous officials make about your personal life is not easy. Yet we see outrage mixed with humour, not least as ASIO officers got basic information wrong a lot of
the time, though many writers have to contend with personal betrayal. Some reflect on the way their political views have – or haven’t – changed. Meredith Burgmann and all those who were spied on have produced an
extraordinary book where those being watched look right back.
DIRTY JERRY-T.F. Bohn 2011-08-03 Deeply discouraged as an only child with dysfunctional parents, especially of his disillusionment of motherhood, Jerry Dunn carries emotional baggage with him as he later joins the
Marines. Though he distinguishes himself in battle he is only further disillusioned by the typical self seeking actions of his superiors. His already damaged psyche takes a further hit after his discharge. He joins the
Memphis Police Force where he again rises quickly in achievement, and escalates to Homicide Detective, only to find that nothing is different, only proof that men everywhere are full of dishonesty and hypocrisy. A
moniker of “Dirty Jerry”, that he would not have chosen for himself, was attached to him by the press as a result of his heroics under fire. His search for something that was true and honorable, however, seemed to
escape him at all turns and made him even bitterer. Suddenly and mysteriously, he finds himself embroiled in an extremely complicated and perverse murder case where he is astonishingly accused of the crime; a crime
where nothing seems to fit proper Police procedure. The network of evil extends in many directions and threatens to engulf him along with many others. Just when he is at his peak of bitter cynicism, he sees a ray of
sunshine in truth and integrity only to have it taken away, then returned and then taken away again in a shattering experience of an emotional and bizarre turn of events. The single ray of hope that he has looked for all
his life, seems illusive at best. But may hinge on a very strange and conflicting set of heart rending circumstances, going against everything he has learned in his early life.
The Catholic Church and Argentina's Dirty War-Gustavo Morello 2015 Drawing on interviews with victims of forced disappearance, documents from the state and the Church, as well as field work and participant
observation, The Catholic Church and Argentina's Dirty War explores how the Argentine government deployed the legitimating discourse of Catholicism to justify terrorism in the case of La Salette missionaries. It
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examines how the official Catholic hierarchy rationalized their silence, and how the victims understood their Catholic faith in such a context -Dirty Politics-Kathleen Hall Jamieson 1993 In recent years, Americans have become thoroughly disenchanted with political campaigns, especially with ads and speeches that bombard them with sensational images while
avoiding significant issues. Now campaign analyst Kathleen Hall Jamieson provides an eye-opening look at the tactics used by political advertisers. Photos and line drawings.
The Ethics of Human Rights-Shirley K. Drew 2007 A theology of human rights applied to animal rights, environmental issues, and democracy
Planning and the Case Study Method in Africa-James Duminy 2014-10-02 This book addresses the relevance of the case study research methodology for enhancing urban planning research and education in Africa and
the global South. It provides an introduction to the case study methodology and features examples of its application to planning research and education on the continent.
The Dirty Network-A. M. Halvorssen 2018-12-19 A Moroccan journalist stumbles upon a story that can make or break her career…and her life. Zakia Karim receives a request to meet a former boyfriend, Elias, who
works for an oil and gas company in Morocco. She doesn't respond because her long-distance marriage to an American is already hanging by a thread. Less than a week later, Elias is incinerated in a fracking incident,
which may not be an accident. She discovers the oil and gas company is cutting shady deals with someone in the government. The closer Zakia gets to the truth, the more danger she encounters. For security reasons,
her family moves to the United States. But when she is accused of murdering a Scottish climate scientist in Iceland, Zakia must uncover the truth about the conspiracy, the Dirty Network, to save herself.
Discipline is Not a Dirty Word-D. Keith Baker 1972
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[Books] The Case Of The Dirty Bird
Yeah, reviewing a book the case of the dirty bird could ensue your near links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, success does not recommend that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as with ease as union even more than other will find the money for each success. adjacent to, the message as skillfully as sharpness of this the case of the dirty bird can be taken as capably as picked to act.
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